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ABSTRACT

In various domains, applications are required to detect and react to complex 
situations accordingly. In response to the demand for matching receiving events to 
complex patterns, several event processing systems have been developed. However, 
there are just a few of them considered both performance and expressibility of event
matching as focusing only on performance can cause negative effect on the 
expressibility or vice versa. This research develops a fast adaptive event matching 
system (FAEM), a new event matching system to improve expressibility and 
performance measures (throughput and end-to-end latency). This system is designed 
and developed based on a novel binary tree-based directed graph (BTDG) as a 
unified basis for event-matching. The proposed system transforms a user-defined 
query into a set of system objects including buffers, conditions on buffers, cursors, 
and join operators (non-kleene and kleene operators) and arranges these objects on a 
BTDG. Provided BTDG the enhancement in performance of non-kleene operators 
applied through developing a batch removal method to remove the events that are
located out of time-window, and an actual time window (ATW) which can improve 
performance of event matching. To improve performance of kleene operators, this 
research introduces a twin algorithms for kleene operator which is match to BTDG. 
These two kleene algorithms apply grouping on events and reduce the number of 
intermediate results and apply combination algorithm in final stage. Transformation 
of queries containing join operators into BTDG enhances the expressibility of the 
proposed CEP system.
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ABSTRAK

Dalam pelbagai domain, aplikasi diperlukan bagi mengesan dan bertindak 
sewajarnya terhadap situasi-situasi kompleks. Dalam memberi respons kepada permintaan 
bagi menyesuaikan peristiwa-peristiwa yang diterima pada bentuk-bentuk kompleks, 
beberapa sistem memproses peristiwa telah dibangunkan. Walau bagaimanapun, hanya 
beberapa sistem sahaja yang mempertimbangkan prestasi dan kebolehan penyataan 
penyesuaian peristiwa kerana dengan memberi fokus hanya ke atas prestasi yang boleh 
mendatangkan kesan negatif ke atas kebolehan penyataan atau sebaliknya. Kajian ini 
membangunkan sistem Penyesuaian Peristiwa Adaptif Segera (FAEM), satu sistem 
penyesuaian peristiwa baru bagi memperbaiki kebolehan penyataan dan langkah-langkah 
prestasi penghasilan dan kependaman hujung ke hujung. Sistem ini telah direka bentuk dan 
dibangunkan berdasarkan satu Graf Binari Terarah Berasaskan Pokok (BTDG) novel sebagai 
satu asas yang disatukan untuk penyesuaian peristiwa. Sistem yang dicadangkan mengubah 
sesuatu pertanyaan pengguna yang didefinisikan kepada satu set objek-objek sistem 
termasuk penimbal, keadaan-keadaan penimbal, kursor dan operator-operator gabungan iaitu 
operator kleene dan bukan kleene dan menyusun objek-objek tersebut di atas satu BTDG. 
Peningkatan prestasi operator-operator bukan kleene telah diperolehi melalui kaedah 
penyingkiran kelompok yang menyingkirkan peristiwa-peristiwa yang terletak di luar 
tingkap masa dan tingkap masa sebenar (ATW) yang meningkatkan prestasi penyesuaian 
peristiwa. Bagi memperbaiki prestasi operator-operator kleene, kajian ini memperkenalkan 
satu algoritma kembar bagi operator kleene yang sesuai dengan BTDG. Kedua-dua algoritma 
kleene mengaplikasikan pengumpulan ke atas peristiwa-peristiwa, mengurangkan jumlah 
keputusan pertengahan dan mengaplikasikan kombinasi algoritma pada tahap akhir. 
Transformasi pertanyaan-pertanyaan mengandungi gabungan operator ke dalam BTDG 
meningkatkan kebolehan penyataan sistem Pemprosesan Peristiwa Kompleks (CEP) yang 
dicadangkan. Eksperimen ke atas dua set data menunjukkan bahawa sistem yang 
dicadangkan telah mencapai prestasi yang lebih tinggi berbanding dengan yang lain. Di 
samping itu, kebolehan penyataan sistem tersebut telah dibandingkan dengan satu set sistem 
yang menunjukkan kemajuan signifikan.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 An Overview on Complex Event Processing Systems

With rapid development of technology a new generation of communication 
system emerged that generates huge volumes of data.A few years ago computers and 
sensing devices were the sources of these data interactions, but because of their 
limited mobility, could not collect and analyze some useful data that people 
generates in their real daily life. Today our smart phones even our watches and 
glasses are offered in a packet size packages and generate data much more than any 
time in the past. These devices present interesting applications and services and can 
capture every mome3nt of our lives from the most profound to the most minor events 
including our location, purchases, friends, social interactions, likes and dislikes, and 
even our vital signs. This huge collection of data from everyone and everything can 
transform every industry on earth. For instance, Facebook with 1.3bn users collects 
more than 1 pedabyte of data a day. Processing this huge volume of data needs 
powerful analysis tools. In Big Data other than the huge volume of data, the velocity 
of data that is received in a high rate, the variety of homogeneous and/ or 
heterogeneous data sources that generate data demand a low latency system to notify 
interesting situations (opportunities or threats) with an acceptable veracity. Traffic in 
cities for instance, needs to deal with high volume of endless data and needs a fast 
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event processing system to monitor and take timely actions (de Fabritiis et al., 2008,
Ding et al., 2011, Sokha et al., 2013); similar demands exists on detection suspicious 
event patterns in computer networks(Huang et al., 2007) and event clouds 
(Suntinger, 2008, Widder et al., 2007). In energy consumption, smart energy grids 
needs to efficiently manage energy consumption through semantic web using event 
processing systems (Ciuciu, 2012, Mauri, 2008, Simmhan and Kumbhare, 2011). In 
stock market timely notification on large number of fluctuations in stock price needs 
monitoring for proper reaction using event processing systems (Bülow et al., 2014,
Mangkorntong and Rabhi, 2007, Rozsnyai et al., 2007). Crisis management systems 
needs to monitor environmental changes in form of a wide range of events and 
discover their correlation in order to take proactive timely decisions (Cugola and 
Margara, 2012, Itria et al., 2014). In companies, manufacturing needs concurrent 
monitoring of several processes, and reaction can be taken adaptively. Internet 
banking systems need to monitor transactions and check the received requests with 
banks in a real-time manner to avoid fraud or money laundry utilizing event 
processing systems. Regarding the demand in different areas and the complexity of 
relationship between events, complex event processing (CEP) systems is considered 
as an important area of information systems(LeHong and Fenn, 2012).

In 2001, the term was coined by David Luckham and according to his 
definition (Luckham, 2001), event processing consists of set of tools and techniques 
to present solution for event based information systems. However, the history of 
developing today CEP systems returns to 1950's with developing discrete events 
simulations which has had been employed to predict weather and factory line 
production. In 1960's and 1970's every major company developed its own 
discreteevent simulator. Some of these systems are Simscript, GPSS and Simula67. 
In 1960's another event processing system was emerged from developing computer 
networks in ARPA project. Provided this system packets of data can be transmitted 
through a computer network, where each event contains a sequence of data. 
Standardization of hardware description languages happened in 1980's and 1990's by 
developing VHDL and Verilog as commercial discrete event simulators. Demands in 
real-time process was a cause to emerge active database technology in late the 
1980's. These systems implemented on top of traditional database management 
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systems and allowed defining simple patterns to trigger event condition action rules. 
Since placing event processing on top of traditional systems was not efficient due to 
the need for real-time process, developing a middleware between application layer 
and network layer to perform CEP task started in mid 80's by Tibco (Guide, 2010,
Palmer, 2013). According to (Luckham, 2008) CEP from late 90's to 2005 was only 
applicable for simple situations, from 2004 to 2012 was creepy CEP era, and then 
from 2010 to 2025 it is going to become a ubiquitous technology in event driven 
world.

In a simplified CEP system, Figure1.1, user defines query and sends it to an 
event matching unit where events from various event sources are received to 
discover their matching over the given pattern. The pattern matching process is 
visualized and evaluated based on mainly two modeling systems. Finite state 
machine also known as FSM-based (Agrawal and Diao, 2008, Cugola and Margara, 
2012, Demers et al., 2007) and tree-based (Mei and Madden, 2009) are two event
matching models for event processing which are widely used.

Figure 1.1 A simplified event processing system

Performance of pattern matching in CEP systems is measured based on 
throughput and end-to-end latency. In addition, the size of allocated memory is 
considered as an important factor because the process is performed in random access 
memory (RAM). Performance of event matching is influenced by changes in rate of 
events, distribution of events, cost of different event operators, selectivity of events, 
number of event classes in query, type of operators in query, and size of sliding time-
window. The expressibility is measured through investigating model and algorithms 
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to find if they can support a query. A query language that can support a wider range 
of operations is considered more expressible than others.

1.2 Problem Background

In order to detect an interesting pattern of changes, namely among stock 
market events, a user needs to define pattern of interest in form of a query to be run 
over stream of endless stock market events. Defining a query needs a language which 
is not only limited to define one query but the language should be expressible for a 
wide range of questions that might be asked by the user. The language to create event 
processing patterns called event processing language. Pattern-queries are presented 
with a similar structure to standard query language (SQL). SQL is used in relational 
database systems where data is mostly static, so the process is enhanced for disk 
access. In case of need to acquire data from database, we may issue a query. The 
problem for running a SQL query on stream of events arises when system needs to 
run the query as a new event detected, say 100 times in a second, while the 
application may run thousands of queries. Triggers in database systems can be 
employed to fire an event when an update happens, but triggers are rather slow to 
perform the operation for one hundred times in a second where each trigger needs to 
perform checking logical criteria and takes action. The process in CEP systems 
mostly performs in-memory (in random access memory) due to the need for low 
latency responses. To overcome the issue of keeping a query running on a non-stop 
stream of receiving events, another query language was required to deal with stream 
of events. Continuous query language (CQL) is an extension of SQL to deal with 
events, relationship between events, additional semantic and temporal 
constraints(Chakravarthy and Jiang, 2009). By the time of writing this thesis, there is 
no a unified continuous query language to define queries as SQL for static database 
systems. Although the structure of query in different research work is similar, their 
syntax are varied. This study is about to improve the performance and expressibility 
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of event matching in CEP systems and does not propose a standard language for 
continuous query.

In CEP systems an expert user defines a query, that needs a rich query 
language to support queries for various demands. The flexibility of a model and join 
algorithms of event processing systems has a great impact on performance of a CEP 
system. In addition, the expressibility of a query language depends on defining join 
algorithms. The modeling system, of CEP systems were mainly implemented on 
petri-net, tree, and finite state machine based structures. Due to the problems in 
verification of decidability and complexity of Petri net (Esparza, 1998, Mei and 
Madden, 2009), Petri net modeling system is not widely used in CEP applications. 
The most common structures in CEP systems are finite state machine (FSM) and 
tree-based structures. In FSM-based systems, matching is performed from either 
beginning or end of pattern section regarding to limitation of FSM based systems. 
Non-deterministic finite automaton-based (NFA) as a derivation FSM-based 
structure borrows many of its characteristics from FSM-based systems, however, in 
(Agrawal and Diao, 2008, Diao et al., 2007) they defined some strategies to ignore 
some events non-deterministically to improve the system's responsiveness. Tree-
based systems(Chakravarthy et al., 1994, Mei and Madden, 2009) shows more 
degree of flexibility in reordering joins because unlike the FSM-based models, they 
are not limited to left or right-deep joins. T-rex as an FSM-based systems presented 
an expressible language TESLA and performs matching in left-deep order (Cugola 
and Margara, 2012). In tree-based models, fine granularity helped to improve 
performance measures through reordering joins regarding the load changes. For 
instance, ZSTREAM (Mei and Madden, 2009) performs reordering joins (plan 
adaptation) when the rate of input events shows a significant change. Then, the 
system switches to an efficient plan to reduce memory allocation and improves 
throughput.The limitation of finite state machine based structure are mostly on plan 
adaptation. These systems can either perform matching in left to right (Cugola and 
Margara, 2012), or right to left (Agrawal and Diao, 2008, Wu et al., 2006) method. 
This research considers the limitation of FSM and develops a version of tree-based 
structure which is not only limited to left and right plan.The promissing system, has a 
more degree of freedom to switch to other plans.
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In order to improve performance and memory allocation for the process, 
these systems (Mei and Madden, 2009, Wu et al., 2006) also wait for a final event to 
start event matching. This may later have a converse effect on the process when there 
are many events waiting for evaluation and the final event is received late. The 
problem can be even worse when the size of time window is defined rather extended,
rate of selectivity is low and a long queue of events are waiting for event 
matching.The large, extended, time window covers more number of events that are 
subjected for evaluation. In addition, the process is performed like breadth first 
algorithm so, it needs much time to produce the final match cases. This strategy in 
some scenarios causes a large lag time. On the other hand, the strategy to wait for 
final event instance that are seen in (Agrawal and Diao, 2008, Mei and Madden, 
2009) may not be efficient in proactive decision making, where the system needs to 
notify a potential threat or opportunity before arriving the final event.

In event processing, events have a life cycle based on time-window of a 
pattern query. Earliest allowed time of considering an event is calculated by 
subtraction of now, current time, from the length of time window. So, events with the 
time stamp less than earliest allowed time are discarded. Provided information in 
above, ZSTREAM(Mei and Madden, 2009) starts event matching as arriving a new 
instance of final event, say e_f. The problem arises when many event instances are 
stashed in the system while still waiting for e_f. As soon as arriving the e_f the 
process starts where many comparisons between events are required and events are 
composed if they meet conditions. These processes take time so that some events that 
were valid by the time of detecting e_f are now invalid. In this case ZSTREAM 
results some false negatives. 

During event matching, irrelevant events in both systems are removed when 
the criteria in time window constraint is not met. They check events from beginning 
to the end to find invalid events and delete them from their respective buffers one by 
one(Agrawal and Diao, 2008, Demers et al., 2007, Mei and Madden, 2009). This 
process can be performed in a rather efficient way.
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Aggregation is performed based on grouping events. The aggregation is 
performed based on Kleene operator. Kleene can be either (+, *, num), where + 
represents one or more instances, * zero or more instances, and num is for a certain 
number of event instances. In ZSTREAM (Mei and Madden, 2009), two simple 
event classes confine a kleene event class, by put it in the middle, to make limitation 
on it. Then grouping is applied on the middle when criteria from left and right is 
applied. After the process a composite event is generated. The problem arise when 
another event class is joint with the kleene ternary and invalidates one of the kleene 
event items in composite event. In this case, if condition is not satisfied the 
composite event is remove. This create false negatives for Kleene operation. This 
point is extensively described in chapter 2.

Similarly, in SASE+ grouping is applied based on grouping on kleene buffer, 
while the condition from previous events in are not taken into account. In addition, 
in(Agrawal and Diao, 2008) through sharing results which can reduce memory 
allocation and CPU time because it prevents repetitive event matching task for other 
event instances in the same computation state no matter the history of event. 
However, this point can be violated because criteria on data values of events may 
cause failure as the process continues. The anti-thesis on the issue is presented in 
chapter 2. Sharing results based on a single hierarchical is a good solution to reduce 
burden of event matching as addressed in(Stakhanova et al., 2009), while in contrast 
to this study, their method did not address how to manage time-window, and how to 
use the structure for prediction of next possible event.

Recently, many works tried to develop distributed CEP systems (Cao et al.,
2013, Ottenwälder and Koldehofe, 2014) on their proposed distributed environment 
but they used the existing single query systems as their basis. However, this study 
covers some critical gaps and then solutions to rectify shortcomings on single node 
systems. Enhancing the process on single node CEP systems can improve the process 
on many of these distributed systems. In this study, we scrutinize the process on 
existing FSM and tree-based CEP systems and enhance the process so that the 
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enhanced system can be employed for high performance event matching; then 
contribute to high performance distributed CEP systems. 

One of the positive points of ZSTREAM that highlights this work from the
other CEP systems is the ability of ZSTREAM to reorder the priority of applying 
join operators based on a cost model. Reordering of join operators based on cost of 
operators and population of events, help their system to adapt with the changes and 
be able to switch to an efficient order of applying join operators (also called plan 
adaptation). If the cost of event matching passes a certain threshold, ZSTREAM 
attempts to calcualte cost of alternative plans and switch to a plan with the minimal 
cost. The time complexity of plan adaptation algorithm in ZSTREAM is addressed as 
O(n3). Their algorithm creates a powerset of event classes with timecomplexity of 
O(n2) and then in each round the algorithm performs a linear search to find the pair 
of event classes with the minimal cost. They addressed the overall time complexity 
of their plan adaptation algorithm is O(n3).

Two factors that influence the performance of event matching are, 
throughput, and end-to end latency. Throughput considers the number of events
which are processed in a second. End-to-end latency considers the duration (in 
seconds) between the time stamp of receiving event to the system and finalizing its 
process. Various event matching systems show a different end-to-end latencies for 
identical set of events. This research delves into this difference in end-to-end latency 
and discovers stems from the both structure and join algorithms. The majority of the 
previous research work tried to focus on throughput (Agrawal and Diao, 2008,
Cugola and Margara, 2012, Mei and Madden, 2009). In contrast with previous 
research work on CEP systems, this research highlights the importance of both 
throughput and end-to-end latency. This research presents a directed graph on the 
structure to direct events to do matching with a minimal delay which this 
functionality is supported by the join operator algorithms. 
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The expressibility of the event matching determines the range of queries a 
query language supports. The limitations in defining queries is because of adjacency 
of join operators with different natures in a single query. For example, A in Sequence 
join with B and B is in a conjunction join with C. This research discovers the origin 
of this limit, and overcomes the issue by developing a new set of join operators. This 
research separates operators as Non-kleene algorithms that are binary operators while 
kleene operators are unary operators. Previous research work support binary 
operators without covering the expressibility of the queries, however, this research 
highlights the shortcoming of their system (Mei and Madden, 2009) in supporting 
both kleene and non-kleene operators on a query with respect to expressibility as 
well as performance. This research presents more than 10 queries that are not 
supported by previous studies due to the limitation in expressibility.

The evaluation of event matching mostly concentrated on enhancement in 
order to improve performance of pattern matching, and expressibility of the query 
language to cover a wide range of queries. 

1.3 Problem Statement

Regarding the limitations of the previous studies on events processing that 
addressed in problem background, current study focuses on gaps related to 
performance measures including throughput, end-to-end latency and size of allocated 
memory through developing enhanced algorithms on a flexible and robust structure, 
and expressibility of join algorithms to support various queries.Regarding these two 
measures problem statement is presented as:

a) How to design a unified structure to overcome the performance and
expressibility shortcomings of previous systems?

b) How to enhance join operator algorithms in accordance to the unified
structure in order to improve performance and expressibility of event
matching?
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1.4 Aim of the Reasearch

The aim of the research is to develop a fast adaptive event matching system 
(FAEM) through developing a new model, adaptive reordering joins and enhancing 
join algorithms to improve performance and expressibility measures of event 
matching. 

Although this study focuses on enhancement of event matching, this 
component needs to be in harmony with other components that this research plans to 
develop in the future. Figure 1.2 shows our proposed event processing systems. An 
expert user defines queries and send them to enhancement unit. At the beginning 
there is no prior knowledge about history of event matching. The end user runs the 
query while events are received from event sources, and matching is performed in 
event matching unit. Some information about event matching including number of 
partial match cases and full match cases, the number of comparisons, and other 
statistical information about event matching are sent to history of matching for later 
use. The other result of event matching is a notification message in case of finding a 
match case. Provided, some information on history of matching, this information is 
consumed by prediction unit. The prediction results then, are sent to pattern-query 
enhancement (enhancement) unit to enhance pattern matching process (e.g., 
reordering join operators). In addition, the prediction results are used for taking 
proactive actions.Proactive decision making in CEP systems is performed based on 
current state of events. Given the current events, the CEP system predicts the future 
event(s). Prediction of next events helps the system to be proactive in deals with a 
threat or opportunity. For example, to predict an attack to a computer network based 
on logs in a real-time manner. However, the focus of this research is on event 
matching and the research leaves the proactive decisions as a future work.
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Figure 1.2 The proposed framework for event processing system

The process starts when the expert user defines a query and send it to the 
system to check its validity as it is shown in Figure 1.3. If the query is valid then 
system transforms the query into a set of system objects (event buffers and cursors) 
to form a logical tree-based structure. However, the arrangement of the buffers and 
pointers is decided based on a cost operaotors and population of events in each 
buffer. After the construction of event matching plan, events are received from event 
sources.The system checks the events against the condition of each leaf buffer; if an 
event is match to a buffer then the event is inserted into the buffer and follows the 
cursor to check its sibling buffer to evaluate. If a pair of event fulfill the criteria then 
they are assembled and make a composite event. The composite event is inserted into 
their parent buffer. Then the evaluation continues with the parent buffer and its 
sibling.  
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Figure 1.3 The flowchart of the proposed system

Finally, if a composite event reached to the root of the tree, the system 
generates a notification. However, the system does not stop to receive and evalute 
events while stream of events enter to the system. The system also check if the plan 
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1.5 Objectives of the Research

The main goal of the proposed framework by this study is to develop an 
expressible high performance event matching system. Therefore, according to 
background and problem statement, three main objectives of this research can be 
expressed as follows:

a) To develop a binary tree-based directed graph (BTDG) as a basis to define 
join operators' algorithms and to event matching and To creates a unified 
binary tree-based directed graph to transform user-defined query into BTDG. 
In BTDG event buffers are linked by join operators and criteria are placed on 
their respective buffers in order to improve performance and expressibility 
measures. 

To design enhanced non-kleene join operator algorithms including 
sequence, negation, conjunction, and disjunction that improves 
throughput and end-to-end latency of the proposed CEP system.
To develop batch removal of out-of-range of time window events that 
helps to reduce number of comparisons, memory consumption, and 
excessive shifting of events in buffers.
To implement a time-window policy (actual time-window) on join 
algorithms to reduce latency gap which can improve performance of 
event matching process. This can be achieved through applying 
directed graph and modifying the join operators' algorithms.
To construct a directed graph to reduce latency gap so that when a 
new event comes event matching starts which helps reducing latency 
gap.

b) To construct a new set of algorithms for kleene operators based on BTDG to 
improve expressibility of defining queries, flexibility of reordering joins, and 
improves the performance of kleene num to reduce excessive intermediate 
results.
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To develop two algorithms to support kleene operators 1) when the 
left event class is a kleene and the right event class is a non-kleene, 
and 2) when the left event class is a non-kleene and the right event 
class is a kleene. These twin algorithms  improves expressibility of 
kleene operator in dealing with non-kleene operators. In addition, 
reordering joins can be performed in a good degree of flexibility.
To propose a new combination algorithm for kneene num which is 
applied on top of hierarchy. The algorithm uses results of previous 
rounds and can improve performance of event matching.     

c) To develop a fast optimal plan adaptation algorithm (FOPA) to reconstruct 
BTDG. This algorithm dynamically constructs and switches to the plan with a 
minimal cost through reordering join operators.

To develop fast optimal plan algorithm to switch to a query plan with 
a minimal cost to improve throughput of event matching; The 
proposed method adapts with respect to the cost model regarding, 1) 
population of events and, 2) cost of join operators.
To discover for the first time a property in join operators which 
influences results of event matching, associativity. In addition, an 
algorithm is designed to avoid generating inaccurate composite events 
as a result of considering this property.
To design plan adaptation algorithm in a low time complexity as O(n2)
which performs better than its counterparts.

1.6 Scope of the Study

This study concentrates on enhancing event matching in event processing 
systems by increasing expressibility of the system and enhancing performance of 
pattern matching. The scopes are as follows:
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a) The proposed system is tested on two data sets, Yahoo! music in KDD
Cup 2011(Dror et al., 2012)as a real-world dataset with more than
1,000,000 tuples and a synthesized stock market dataset.

b) Join operator algorithms including sequence, negation, conjunction,
disjunction and kleene (*, +, and num) operators. In addition, event
matching strategies at various levels of relaxation in accepting or
rejecting events are covered.

c) Expressibility of query languages and their underlying algorithms are
investigated. The expressibility factors that are considered in this
research are, 1) adjacency of different types of join operators in a query,
and 2) weather a query can support various sizes of event classes in its
pattern.

d) Performance factors are considered that may cause 1) CPU-related
(throughput and end-to-end latency) and 2) memory-related (size of
allocated-memory) effects.

e) Some of the efficient techniques that were used ZSTREAM  (Mei and
Madden, 2009), SASE+ (Agrawal and Diao, 2008) and T-Rex (Cugola
and Margara, 2010) for inquery transformation are investigated
extensively.

f) Plan adaptation in reordering join operators in CEP systems is included.

In this research, we concentrate on enhancing event matching process on a 
continuous query which can be affected by several factors including the rate of 
receiving events, type of events, selectivity of events, number of match and 
mismatch cases, size of sliding time window, cost of join operators, and adaptive 
behaviour of event matching. In existing work a set of modelling systems isemployed 
to compare and visualize pattern matching processes. In addition, the expressibility 
of different CEP systems is covered in details.
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1.7 Significance of Study

Regarding the demand for employing a high performance event processing 
systems in a wide range of applications, it is useful to enhance event matching 
process. On the other hand, improving the expressibility of queries can help to define 
wide range of queries. 

The solution proposed in this study is in very bottom line of CEP system 
where many applications can employ it. Some of these applications are, traffic 
estimation and prediction in floating cars, decision making in stock markets, 
reducing catastrophe in critical management, traffic management in communication 
network, and real-time healthcare services.

1.8 Organization of the Thesis

In this thesis a new CEP system is developed which concentrates on 
enhancing expressibility and performance. The rest of this dissertation is organized 
as follows. 

Chapter 2, at first presents the definitions on event processing systems. Then 
we present definitions and applications of CEP systems and investigate the 
interactions between CEP components in existing CEP systems. Then, with a closer 
look, we investigate the methods proposed in each area through similarities and 
differences of techniques, to discover each method shortcomings and advantages. 
These positive and negative points on existing systems helps us to propose our 
method. 
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Chapter 3 covers the methods that is applied on this research. The method
stems from scrutinized investigation on the literature. The steps of this research 
works are presented in few diagrams followed by detailed descriptions which 
includes the model to develop event matching, the algorithms to develop non-kleene 
and kleene join operators and plan adaptation algorithm. This chapter finally 
describes datasets and evaluation methods which are used in this research.

Chapter 4 presents the proposed structure to manage process through 
transformation of user-defined queries into binary tree-based directed graph. This 
structure is used as a basis to perform event marching for all of the join operator 
including kleene and non-kleene operators. This chapter also covers developing non-
kleene operators including four enhanced algorithms for sequence, negation, 
conjunction and disjunction as event operators (join operators). The enhancement
focuses on management of event buffers and sliding time window. It is shown that 
the enhancement on each operator improves performance of event matching.

Chapter 5 covers three kleene operators including kleene plus, star and num. 
We first discover the some shortcomings of kleene operators in FSM-based and tree-
based systems which have not been addressed previously. Then, the steps for 
developing the algorithms are presented for kleene plus, star, and num. These 
algorithms are matched with the requirements of the proposed BTDG that is 
presented chapter 4. In addition, for kleene num a new combination algorithm is 
developed that tries to reuse results of previous combinations so that it can helps to 
improve throughput while maintains the accuracy of the process. 

Chapter 6 develops a fast optimal plan algorithm (FOPA) to construct BTDG 
in a low time-complexity. FOPA also differentiates various joins in construction of 
BTDG to avoid generating undesired composite events.
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Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis, restates the contributions, and suggests 
direction of future research.
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